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ABSTRAŒ

This paper describes a prototype

language idmtifimtim system

LANIS based on hidden Markov mo-

delling (PM!) of the way in which

sounds combine tœether in a par-

tiwlar language. The remit: of

LANIS performance in closed iden-

tification tests comprising four

languages (English, French, Ger—

man, Russian) are presented and

discussed. The speech material

used in the tests was of two

kinds: transcribed texts and oral

speech. An attempt is made to

assess the effects of the length

of the unknown speech sample and

the structure of HIM (the

number of hidden states and sound

classes) on identificaticxn score.

1. INTRODUCIION
It is a well established fact that

frequency distributims and pat-

terns of occurence of phonemes va—

ry from language to language.

House and Neuburg 81! have shown

that this information can form the

basis of a powerful language re-

cognition tool even if the phme-

tic inventory is reduced to a very

snall number of gross phmetic ca—

tegories such as stop. fricative,

nonvocalic smorant. vowel. and

silence. To model the ptmotactics

of the broad phonetic categories

the authors applied an HP“ tech-

nique. The devised procedure for

automatic language identification

goes as follows. During training

session reference me are genera-

ted by means of a maximizatim te-

chnique for the languages of mu.»

rest. Then, using the constructed

[Mia a set of maximum likelihood

functicns is calculated for the

unknown input utterance. To cope

with the inputs of different

length the obtained values of the

likelihood functicn are "normali—

zed", Le. the natural logorithms

of the function values are divided

by the number of elements in the

utterance. According to the

decision rule the mnlmown

utterance is assigned to the

language whose [Md has produced

the highest score. It follows from

the above that the identification

takes place within the limits of a

closed trial in which it is

predetermined that the input

utterance is spoken in one of the

languages from the fixed set.

Due to the fact that the spæch

material was restricted to trans—

cribed texts and the performance

testing of the identification

procedure was rather sketchy, the

results obtained by House and Neu—

burg are primarily of methodologi—

cal significanoe.

The present work is designed to

develop and evaluate a prototype

language identification system im-

plementing the two main features

of the approach suggested by House

and Neuhirg: broad phonetic clas-

ses and am technique. Two more

issues are addressed: the deter-

mination of the optimal structure

of the HM?! and the mininum length

of the unknown utterance

sufficient for its reliable

recognitim.

2 . SYSTH DESCRIPTION

The basic structure of the LANIS
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systanisstminFis. 1. Thelm—
planentatian strategy. was strangly
influenced by research needs.
The wstancandealwithtmtwpes

of input: a string of phmetic
symbols or the speech signal. It

cansists of four program modules

and a database.

DATAWmm. The fu—
nctim of this nndule is to ex-

tract from the input data set the
informaticn needed for the genera—

tion of an RN. Firstly, the
frequency of ocmrnanoe of
phmetic elements is camted and
the average duratim for each

class of speech segnmt is
determined. Secondly, the expert

specifies the stnicture of m1:

there can be up to 5 states and

10 phmetic classes. Thirdly, the

initial values of the [Md
parameters are either computed

using a standard formula or set by

the expert. Thai, the input data

set and the information obtained

become available either for HWI

construction or language identifi—

cation.

Elli GENEBATIŒ man: AMD DATABASE
Theparameters foreachofthela—

nguage models are estimated from

the training data. set (maximum

size — 2000 elements) using the
Baum—Welch algorithm There is a

special mnode of the algorithm ap—

plication (chosen by the expert)

where the parameter variances are

evaluated as well. The resulting

WM with the associated value of

the maximum likelihood flmction
are stored in the database. For

the present the storage capacity

of the database is limited to 5

Wesand 10 m13. If a lan-
guage is represented by more than

cne HMH, then an average HEM can

be calculated and stored. For any

pair of languages marked by the

expert the significantly different

[“1 parameters can be discovered.

um IDMIEICAIIŒ mm.
The identification program tests

the unknown utterance against the

reference me. Then, judging from

tir-2 outlawed values of the
likelihood functim the program
decides the language of the test

utterance.

The seamtatim module is de—
uibed in a separate section
below.

3. EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE
ON TRANSCRIBED TEXTS

To master the identificatim pro-
cedure and to evaluate its effi—.
ciency we used transcribed texts
in four languages: Ehglish, Ger—
man. French. and Rnssian. The
length of the texts varied from
2.0 to 3.5 thousand prmetic sym-
bols. Two types of transcription
were used. (he had a phonetic in-

ventory of 6 classes: 1) vowels

and amer-enta, 2) voiced plosives

and affricates, 3) voiced frioa—

tives, 4) voiceless weak friœ—

tives, 5) voiceless strong frioa—

tives, and 6) voiceless plosives

and affricates. The other repre-

sented the speech stream with 4

categories: they were the same as

in the previous inventory, except

for the first three classes that

had fallen into me category.

For the generation of reference

[Ms we used as training data

either 1000 element extracts or

the whole texts. The size of the

test samples was 100 and 300 seg-

ments. Before reporting the re-

silts of the recognition tests, we

want to discuss the data shown in

Table 1. For the two types of the

test samples Table 1 presents to

the left of the sloping line U)

the average frequency of ocwrence

of the phonetic classes (multi-

plied by 1000) , to the right. —

the corresponding variation coef—

ficient (the ratio of the stan—

dard deviation of the frequency

score to the mean, expressed in

percent). Each mean was derived

frcm 10 to 12 measirernen' ts. It is

apparent fran this data that the

reduction in the size of the test

utterance from 300 to 100

elements brings about on average a

two-time increase in the disper-

sion of frequency of occurence.

There were a few cases where

phonetic classes with the lowest

frequency of oowrence were not

present in the samples of 100 ele-

ments at all. Not smrisinghh the
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remlts of language idmtifioation

on these sanples are rather poor.

Table 2 displays the identifica-

tion error rate for each of the

languages and the averaged score.

Several important characteristics

of the tests are specified in

Table 2: the strucwre of the re-

ference Htfls; the total number of

identifications (N), distributed

more or less equally ammg the

languages; the size of the unknown

utterance (V) and its origin, i.e.

whether it was taken fran the test

or training data sets. It should

be remembered that in the latter

case the training set covers the

whole text of a partimlar lan-

guage. From the analysis of the

data presented in Table 2 two na-

dor points can be trade. First.
four phonetic categories are not
enough to discriminate reliably

between the languages in questim.

Second, the size of the test set
slmld be about 300 elements.

It was noticed that the choice of

the initial am parameter values

can play an important role in lan-

guage identificatim. However our

limited experience prevmts us

from making any definite sugges—

timcnhowto handle this pro—

b em.

4. AUTOMATIC SMTATION AND
LLBEILING IDDULE

The LANIS system incorporates a
module perfomixu speaker- and
language-independent amnistie
segmmtation and labelling (ASL)
of omtinuous speech. Fach
attracted Segment is idaxtified as

me of the following: 1) vo—

oalic segnmt, 2) strong tripa-

tive, 3) weak frioative, 4) un-

identified frioative. 5) step, 6)
silence. Segmentatim and la-

belling are carried cut an the

basis of four parameters: funda-

mntal frequmcÿ. zero-crossing
rate. intensity and a mm
indicating stnrp drops in intan—
sity of the speech simal. The
ling-smears are united once every

nu.

'08 ASL program is a knowledge-ba-
sa! procedure. The rules inflamm-

ted in the program were initially

worked cut by an experialced pho-
netician who analized the traces
of the four parameters. In its
present form the ASL module works
as a tan-pass routine. The first
pass nakes a provisional identifi-
cation of each 16 ms frame as a
member of our set of phonetic oa—
tegories. Since this resalts in

too many implausible identifica-

tions, the seomd pass attentats to

group these labelled frames into

likely phonetic segments, produ-

cing as output a string of plume—

tic symbols each of which has a

duration value.

The ASL module is still at an ex-

perimental stage and no serious
attempt has been nade to test the
degree of the accuracy obtained.
Ncne the less we decided to carry
out a pilot experinental idaitifi-
oaticn using the outputs of the

ASL module. Speakers of the four
languages in question were record-
ed while reading a piece of prose.

30 second passages of four

nale speakers were used to con—

struct the refrenoe m. For a

given language the training data

sets of the other languages served

as test samples.

Table 3 lists the nonmlized va-

lues of the naximm likelihood
function oonputed for each speech
sample. Negative signs are omitted
in the Table. Analysis of the fi-

guresintherowsrevealstlnt in
all cases the highest value was

obtained where a speech samle had
been tested against its “native"

referaice HIN. Evidmtly, this re-
sult does not lead to any gaieral

cmclusim, and yet it is not felt

to be discouraging.
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Figure 1. Basic structure of the [ANIS wstan

Table 1. Frequency of ocmrmce / Variatim coefficimt

TRANSCRBED

DENTI'ICA I ION

PHONETIC CATEGORIES

mm
1 2 3 4 5 6

mm 100 602/7 73/30 86/32 42/31 75/20 120/30

300 610/5 78/22 82/33 50/14 68/27 112/3

mm 100 638/7 75/36 62/36 59/38 62/17 104/24

300 651/3 82/17 52/29 56/24 52/16 107/17

GER‘IAN 100 645/4 102/20 30/72 35/51 68/30 120/18

300 659/3 88/16 35/37 39/25 62/23 116/8

HESIAN 100 665/6 48/42 68/39 20/78 59/28 140/22

300 650/2 55/24 58/23 25/30 62/13 150/19

Table 2. Identificaticn error rate (76)

4 categories 6 categories

3 states 4 states

training training test training test

V=300 V=300 V=300 V=100 V=100

N=42 N=40 N=37 N=40 “=54

GEHMN 46 10 30 20 29

ML151 60 30 29 20 50

FRENCH 10 40 10 50 47

mm 27 0 20 10 27

AVERAGE 36 20 22 25 38

Table 3. Normalized values of minim likelihood functicn

(negatiw signs are anitted)

Test sample Beferaioe m

of speech German must: Framh man

Gernan 0.594 0.607 0.612 0.673

Ehglish 0.554 0.541 0.547 0.608

French 0.538 0.529 0.523 0.547

Rissian 0.427 0.433 0.427 0.397
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